IT IS FINISHED!
What is your “It”?  

Apr 8th, 2018

I. **Accomplish** - to bring about a **result** by effort; to bring to **completion** : fulfill a **job**; to **succeed** in reaching a stage in a progression

II. **John 19:28-30** - Jesus’ “IT” was finished

A. **Accomplished/Finished** - **teleo** - To bring an activity to a successful finish - To complete, to end, to accomplish. To set out for a goal, point aimed at, target

B. **Knowing** - **oida** - To see, Fullness of knowledge not just inception or progress

1. **John 5:19** 19..”Most assuredly, I say to you, the Son can do nothing of Himself, but what He sees the Father do; for whatever He does, the Son also does in like manner.

2. **Phil 3:12-14** — …lay hold of **that** and press toward **the goal** for **the prize** of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus.

III. **YOU** - What’s your “IT” - Easy as A-B-C

A. **Agreeable** - To God and to you

1. **Rom 12:1**  I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that you present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, **acceptable** to God, which is your **reasonable** service.

   a) **Acceptable** - **euarestos** - Fully agreeable; well pleasing to God

   b) **Reasonable** - **logikos** - Rational, logical; Genuine, in the sense of being true to the real and essential nature of something.

B. **Bigger** - It is Bigger than you; not just about you

1. **Bigger than you**

   a) **Hab 1:5** 5 Look among the nations and watch — Be utterly astounded! For I will work a work in your days which you would not believe, though it were told you.

   b) **Mark 10:27** 27 But Jesus looked at them and said, "With men it is impossible, but not with God; for with God all things are possible.”

2. **Not just about you!**

   a) **1 Peter 4:10-11** 10 As each one has received a gift, **minister it** to one another, as good stewards of the manifold grace of God.

C. **Costly** - It will cost you; It is valuable

1. **Price to pay**

   a) **Luke 14:27-31** 30 saying, 'This man began to build and was not able to finish.'

2. **It is valuable**
a) **Rom 8:18-19** 18 For I consider that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory which shall be revealed in us.

IV. **Summary** -

A. How would your life be different if you knew what you were supposed to accomplish and/or finish?

B. How different will your life be if you start living toward the dream on the inside of you today?